· WHAT SHOULD AN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BE DOING?
- Dr K Lakshman FRCS
must

We are basically gregarious animals. We get together
and form different groups at various stages in our lives.
This may take the form of toddlers getting· together in
play school, children forming
a group in the
neighbourhood to play games, school children forming
various groups for sporting and cultural activities and
adults joining clubs, forming associations etc. These
activities are essentially individual pursuits designed for
spending time, relaxing and getting entertained.
Bonding among group members serves an important
emotional
purpose.
But, very few groups
or
associations are formed for 'giving' more than 'taking'. I
believe, an alumni association is one such group where
'giving' forms the main agenda. This group of alumni
undoubtedly serves the purpose of getting together,
bonding and I daresay, development of contacts, which
may serve 'business' interests as well! But the main
purpose of the group would be to give back to the
parent institution something in cash or kind to say 'thank
you for helping me become what I am today'.
Another significant

phenomenon

be

democratic

in

its

decision

making,

transparent in its actions and account keeping and
must be accountable to its membership and the
regulating authorities. Most importantly, it must be
sensitive to the needs of the institution it professes to
serve. With this in view, our association must continue
to look for and provide help in areas the college
needs support in, even after the fervour of the
'Golden Jubilee' abates. Our college, for example,
needs help in many areas:
maintaining the
complex
provide medical
undergraduates
arranging talks
pool of teachers
alumni.

digital library/seminar

education programmes for
and postgraduates
by
and clinics from the large
available from among the

improving the lecture halls
improving sports facilities
sponsoring
students
to
cultural/scientific activities

is that of changing

inculcating
students

priorities in life; as one 'goes up' in life, what gives one
'satisfaction' keeps changing. One gets into the mode
of deriving pleasure by 'giving' it may be a donation
in the form of money, time or even gifting knowledge.
The driving force for this should be, as the Bhagavat
Gita says,
'Nishkaama
Karma'; work or action
without expecting returns. This, I believe, is the
philosophy with which an alumni association should
function.

hall

participate

in

spirit of research/innovation

in

The association must take active part in providing this
help. It must, in parallel, work towards bringing the
old students together
in meetings and social
functions and improve the bonhomie among the
alumni.
The office bearers have to be committed

individuals

prepared to donate money, time and effort to meet
the goals set out in the charter of the association.
Many times, we get lost in pursuing personal
agendas
may be to push one's own view
in the
working of the association when the democratic
principles are lost.

Following a philosophy like this brings with it major
responsibilities for all the players concerned - the
association, its office bearers and its members.
The organization must represent all the old students
from the new graduates to the oldest graduates. It
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May be to take personal credit for an
achievement of the association when the
collective effort of all the office bearers is
forgotten
.
May be to suppress a view of another
member due to personal reasons when the
efficiency of the association is compromised

What about the membership?
We see a large
spectrum among our members
from those being
enthusiastically
proactive
to those
who are
completely 'switched off'!! The organization
needs
help in recruiting members. Our effort to contact
BMC alumni has met with limited success.
Building the Alumni database

In short, the office bearers must put the association
above self, be true 'servants' accommodating
as
many views of members as possible and serve the
association
and help it meet its goals. The
functionaries must show real leadership by carrying
their' colleagues and the membership with them this
needs exemplary levels of tolerance, sense of fair
play and selflessness.
The members have a great role to play in the activities
of the association; first and foremost, the alumni
should enroll themselves
as members of the
association. They must be proactive in participating
in the activities of the association. They must 'drive'
the office bearers to maintain high standards of
administration. Finally, they must contribute their mite
to fund the programmes that the association draws
up from time to time.
How does BMC Alumni Association
these 'standards'?
The Organization
is functioning
systems are in place. Democratic

measure up with

smoothly.
traditions

The
are

followed. Transparency to its members is total.
Lacunae are seen in sending reports to the regulating
authorities
this is being actively addressed and
corrected.
How are the office bearers functioning? Being one
myself, I will leave the membership to judge this
• aspect of the association.

It is worthwhile documenting
how we went about
contacting our alumni in an effort to build up a list of
our old students. We had no database of any
substance to start with. We got list of names of
students who had passed out from 1997 onwards.
The names were complete; their addresses were the
ones given to the college at the time of admission
and were mostly incomplete or inaccurate. The
names of paid up members from previous years were
not available.
The first important decision the EC
took was to build up a database of our alumni. We
designed a simple database in Microsoft Access an
user friendly programme.
The format looks as
follows.
In designing the batch of the alumni, there was
discussion on whether we shou,ld consider the year of
joining or the year of passing final MBBS. The
maiority decided that the latter should be recorded.
There is still a controversy on this issue! Most
members do not give us information as requested
very few people use the application form whose
design is based on the fields of this database. The
response of members in giving these details even
after we have asked for them is lukewarm. This has
significance
in that this inadequacy is going to
hamper our plans to bring out a nice directory of the
alumni in the nearfuture.
Contacting

the alumni

If you have no list of members to communicate
how do you go about building one?

with

We launched a multi-pronged attack:
placed advertisements in papers here in India
and abroad
started
enrolment

our

requested

website

friends

and

to

appealed

contact

Published notices in 'India Abroad'
Contacted
of

for

their

through

KSMDA
people through Kannada Baloga

UK

Contacted people through KSMDA
Wrote to addresses available in KSMDA and

BMC

friends

MPI directory
Published notices in IMA journal
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database. Only about 1500 addresses are accurate.
Only about 25% have em ails. And,this
gives us
access to only 25% of ouralumni.
The website is very actively maintained.

With

this

effort

we

have

2700

names

on the

updated

with

information

regarding

It is constantly
donations,

•

forthcoming
programmes,
expenditure
on the
project and news and information.
Unfortunately,
very few of our alumni access the website.

membership have emailsandusethenet.This
cheap
and fast mode of communication must be harnessed.
Constructive
welcome.

The alumni must proactively contact us and put their
names and contact details on our database. Existing
members must keep the association updated about
their contact
details.
Members
must take to
electronic

communication

only 20-25%

suggestions

and criticism

are always

Let us all get together and make the BMC Alumni
Association a vibrant organization and a model for
all alumni associations to follow.
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OLD STUDENTS JOIN HANDS TO PAY BACK
Bangalore Medical College has
produced more than 7,000 medical
graduates many of whom have excelled
in their professions.
Now it is time to
thank the Alma matter.
It was a time

when

there

existence for a long time since the 1970s has been
active in fits and starts. One of the reasons for the
lack of consistent activity was that the association did
not have permanent office or address.
However
things were to improve soon.

was a severe

A relaunch

shortage of qualified doctors in the State. The only
medical college in the State where students could

The

seek admission was the Mysore MedicalCollege.
The year was 1955.
A group of medical
professionals got together to start an institution with
the sole aim that students from all walks of life could
get quality medical education at affordable

cost. This

a police station associated with the Victoria Hospital
at an annual rent of Rs.1 0/-

No Looking Back
In an act of selflessness the founders handed
over the college to the government for the larger
benefit of medical students.
There has been no
looking back since then
Today BMC has grown brick by brick and is
recognized as one of the prestigious colleges across
country. What started merely as an under graduate
college today runs a host 6f postgraduate courses
offering multi specialization.
The college since the
inception has produced more than 7,000 medical
graduates many of whom have excelled in their
professions in India and abroad.
Now it is time for themto pay back their alma
though

Association

a new set office

was

re

bearers

including
Srinivasa

Dr. H.C Sathya as president, Dr. K.M.
Gowda as Vice President and Dr. S.R.

The golden jubilee year of BMC coming up in
2005 has galvanized the functioning of the alumni
association. " There is a strong feeling among the
alumni that we should give something back to the
college that helped us become what we are today"
says Dr.H.C. Sathya a leading consultant cardiologist
practicing in Bangalore. In this direction, the first step
is setting up a state of the art digital library and hi tech
seminar hall at the Bangalore Medical College
(BMC) which the alumni plan to fund entirely took off
last week with the "ground breaking ceremony"
performed
by Medical
Education Minister A.B.
Maalkaroddi Hundreds of BMC alumni who attended

Sheshachalam, Dr. M.P Ganesh Rao, Prof. Thq~ur,
Dr. Singaravelu Mudaliar,
Dr. M.S Mehkri, Dr. B.Y
Ramaswamy and Dr. M. Sirsi. A plot was allotted near

Association

Alumni

in July with

Gurumurthy as Secretary. The prime agenda was to
bring together the old students on common platform
and shoulder the responsibility of working towards
improving the college

was the Bangalore Medical College (BMC)
The founder members of the college were Dr.
B. Shivaram,
Dr.B.K.
Narayana
Rao, Dr.B.Y

The BMC Alumni

BMC

launched

the function pledged their support to ensure the
project is completed by December 2005 to coincide
with the golden jubilee celebrations.
The digital
library in the college premises will be replete with tele
teaching and tele conferencing facilities and is being
constructed at an estimated cost of Rs.2.5 crore.

A special feel
For Dr. V Chandrashekar

in

08

the golden jubilee

enthusiastic about the golden jubilee celebrations
"Already our UK and US based alumni have come
forward to support us morally and financially.
During my recent trip to the US the response from the
alumni there was overwhelming.
Many are planning
to attend the celebrations next year" he said
As a part of the celebrations Dr. Gowda
plans to organize a continuing medical education
programme for PG students " We have to invite
speakers from India and abroad for the meet. The
meet will be followed by mega get together of the
alumni of the college from across the globe.
It is
indeed
going
to be a memorable
event
commensurate
with the academic
excellence

celebrations will be very special indeed. He has seen
the college climb the pillar of success inch by inch.
Having graduated from the very first batch of the
college
and later serving as a teo<::her . for four
decades, Dr. V Chandrashekar has been associated
with BMC since its inception.
" It is a part of me. I do not see a better place
to have spent a life time" he says" The dedication and
devotion of our teachers is indeed insurmountable.
We had the good fortune to study under veteran
surgeons like Dr. Authikeshavalu and Dr. Govinda
Setty. They could have minted millions with their
private practice. But they took up teaching and an
entire generation
of medical
professionals
are
indebted to people like them" he recalls.
"Yes, love and dedication is indeed the secret

achieved by the college during the last five decades"
he said.
The association has now launched website

behind the success of BMC. The alumni will certainly
give back to their alma mater" agrees Dr Veena who

www.bmcalumni.com
providing details about its
various activities. Alumni can also registeron time at
the web site.

has put 41 year of services in the college and retired
as professor of pediatrics.
~
Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences
(RGUHS) Registrar, K.M. Srinivasa Gowda is all
This article

was published

Vijesh Kamath

in Deccan

Herald

on

2nd

March

2004.
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Extra curricular activities and BMCians
Sports and cultural activities were an integral part of
learning medicine at BMC.
Right from its early days the college boasted of many
talented students. These were not only good in
studies but also excelled in the sports fields as well as
on the stage.
Special mention couldbe made of the drama troupe
and the cricket team of BMC in the sixties. The cricket
team was in the "A" division with players like
S.KrishnaMurthy, Arif Quadri,
K.R.Gururaja
Rao,
Rajagopalan
and others. While S.Krishnamurthy
went on to lead the Mysore University team which
won the Rohinton-Baria Trophy and also captained
the state side in the Ranji Trophy, represented the
South Zone in Duleep Trophy tournament
and
represented the All India Universities team against
visiting foreign teams, Arif Quadri played for the
State "B" team. In later years H.S Ramadas also
represented the State 'B"
~
team and Dinker Rai captained the Bangalore
University and was selected to represent the state.
Arun Kumar, VK.Sharma, Eshwari Prasad were some
of the other good cricket players we had in later
years. We had L.Ramesh who was a state ranked
Table Tennis
player,
YN.Sachidanand
and
D.N.Chandrika who were state ranked tennis players
and Hema Hattikudur who was the State Badminton
Champion for many years. Our football team with
B.C.Renukumar,
H.S.Chandrashekhar,
IN.Vijayakumar,
Ranganath and others was also a
force to reckon with as wellas the Hockey team with
Aranha, Pinto,Venkatesh and others. Issac Samuel
and Venkatesh were also good at Tennis. Later on we
had 1<.H.Vimala
and the dimunitive
Chitra
Sarpeshkarwho excelled in Athletics.
Perhaps the one talent who did not really bloom was
Sunanda Rao, who could have been a top notch

badminton

player, but did not seem to be interested.

In the Cultural
arena also BMC was tops.
Srikantaswamy,
Bhanumathi,
VChandrashekhar,
Narasimhaswamy
talented

and others

were

phenominally

artists
whose
productions
of ANGULIMALA,
BERALGE KORAL, GANDASKHATRI,
SMASHANA
KURUKS'HETRA and other plays held audiences spell
bound.These talents were followed by the likes of
RajKumar,
Ramakrishnappa,
Umashashi,
M.G. Narayan and others who kept the BMC flag
flying. Our college were regularwinners ofthe ULLAL
SHIELD Inter-Collegiate Drama Competition.
In the sixties and seventies we also had a wonderful
cultural troupe, especially a singing group led by
Sohail with Mujeeb-ur-rehman,
Syed Tajuddin,
Sridhar and others. The group used to be trained by
none other than the now famous C.Ashwath, who
was an inseparable part of our cultural activities.
Later on also, we had talented singers like Saleem
and a couple of very good danseuses.
We had Mr.Raghunatha R(;w, an international test
cricket umpire and former
body builder
and
footballer as our Physicollnstructor. He along with
Dr.M.Gurudas
and Dr.K.S.Shadaksharappa
always
encouraged our students to
take part in sports activities,
often with the
inducement
of being
soft on them
in the
examinations! Our college even hosted the All India
Inter University Badminton Championships in which
players like K.K.Cheema, Devender Ahuja
and our own Prakash Padukone and his brother
Harish Padukone participated.
In fact, for quite some time, Prakash used to come
quite often to practice in our auditorium with us as
connon fodder. He would graciously concede a point
to some of us who played with him
Dr.
KMSG

Someshwar

and Co-Artiste
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Many BMC Alumni Are Achievers. Here are some of them
Dr. T K SREEPADA RAO.

B.M.C graduate,

University topper with five gold medals.

Professor of Medicine at State University of New York (SUNY).
An Internationally renowned Nephrologist.
Nephrologist for Lokanayak Jayaprakash Narayan,
Bharath Ratna M G Ramachandran & Shri. Chenna Reddy
Visiting Professor of Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences.
He is one of the founders of KSMDA and even now a much
loved mentor of KSMDA.

Dr. UDAYA B S PRAKASH
B.M.C 1963 Batch
Post graduate training in Mayo Clinic
Staff of Mayo Clinic, Mayo Medical Centre
More than 300 Medical Publications
First President of American Association of Bronchology
First Indian to become the President of American
College of Chest Physicians
Visiting Professor Rajiv Gandhi University of Health
Sciences

Dr. 5 KRISHNAMURTHY

B.M.C graduate.
Was an excellent cricket player.
R~presented Bangalore Medical College &
Mysore University (Was Captain when the team won the
Rohinton Baria trophy).
Represented Karnataka in Ranji Trophy (Captain).
Represented South Zone in Duleep Trophy Tournament.
Represented All India Combined Universities Team against
Touring Australian

side.

Dr. H SUDHARSHAN
B.M.C. graduate.
Started Integrated Tribal Development Project at B.R. Hills Vivekananda Grijana
Kalyana Kendra & Karuna Trust.
Member National literacy Mission.
Chairman Task Fore on Health & Family Welfare, GOK.
Vigilance Director, Karnataka Lokayukta.
Awards: Rajyotsava Award, Karnataka.
Right Livelihood Award (Alternate Nobel Prize). Sweden
Padmashree by President of India.
Vivekananda Medal by Ramakrishna Mission.

Dr. RAM R KRISHNA
B.M.C 1962 Batch.
Post graduate training in Orthopedics at the
University of Massachusetts Medical Centre.
Chairman

of Arizona Medicol

Board.

Winner of outstanding Citizen Award from
Arizona Medicol Association of Asians in Arizona.
President of KSMDA.

Dr. DINKER B RAI
B.M.C 1964 Batch.
Fellowship in Peripheral Vascular Surgery
Iny,entor of New techniques of Vein Valve transplantation,
Descending Venogram, Venous Embolectomy,
Diagnostic test for venous hemo dynamics.
Played cricket for combined Universities and Karnataka.
Artist: At the age of 14 presented a portrait done by him of
John F Kennedy to JFK.
Visiting Professor Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences.

5

Dr. HEMA HATTIKUDUR
(Now Hema Roy Chowdhary)
B.M.C 1967 Botch:
Was an excellent Badminton player.
Karnataka State Champion 1967 to 1970.
Represented B'angalore Medical College,
Bangalore university and Karnataka State.

Dr. Y N SACHIDANAND.
B.M.C graduate
Formerly Prof. & HOD of Skin & STD
Was on excellent Tennis player
Represented B.M.C
Captained Bangalore Univesity
Represented Karnataka State.
Three times Champion
All Indio Inter Medical Tennis
Eight times Champion

All Indio Civil Services
Tennis Championships

Dr. H C SATHYA
B.M.C 1961 Batch.
Post graduate training in Cardiology in U.K.
President of Cradiological
Society of India, Bangalore.
E.C Meplber
years.

of Cardiological

Society of Indio for 20

National President of Indian Soc.iety of Electro
Cardiology 1993 94.
President Elect of Hypertension Society of India.
Editorial advisor Indian Heart Journal.
Vice

Dean of Indian College of Cardiology

1993 94,

Dr. K 5 BHANUMATHI

BMC graduate.
Was a very talented Theater actor.
Rose to become a member of
General

Dr. K M SRINIVASA

Medical Council

(United Kingdom)

GOWDA
B.M.C 1962 Batch.
Was the first BMC ian to become
Principal of a Medical College (KIMS, Bangalore).
Registrar of Health Sciences University (RGUHS). Writer & Theatre Director.
Has translated Kannada Books of Kuvempu and Tejaswi to English, commissioned
by National Book Trust and Eric Prabhakar's Book on athletics training from
English to Kannada.
Served as President of Karnataka Chapter of IAPM,
Chairman Bnagalore Turf Club. Chairman Turf Authorities of India.
Senate and Syndicate member of many universities including MAHE (presently).

Dr. D NAGARAJA
G

J
B.M.C. graduate
Is Director - Vice Chancellor of
National Institute of Mental
Health & Neuro Sciences
-J

-.

~

Dr. GERARD V. ARANHA
B.M.C. 1962 batch
Represented and was captain of BMC Hockey teom.
Trained in Surgical Oncology.
He is now Professor and Chief of Surgical Oncology at
Loyola University Medical Centre, Chicago,
'Is one of the more sought after surgeons having been
specially hand picked to operate on Cardinal
Bernardine from amongst a list of surgeons.

Dr. A SAM PATH KUMAR
B.M.C. 1962 batch. Trained at AIIMS, New Delhi.(M.S. & M.Ch.)
Cardia Thoracic & Vascular Surgery.
Trained under the famous Dr. Dudley Johnson in the U.S.A.
Now Professor of CTVS at AIIMS, New Delhi.
Is considered among the top ten Cardio Thoracic surgeons in the country.
Has written books on "Patients' Rights" and is a constant campaigner
for ethical and transparent medical practice.

Dr. L RAMEsH
B.M.C. 1962 batch
Represented BM~, University and State in Table Tennis
He was State Ranked Table Tennis Player.
Trained in Medicine and Cardiology (Paediatric and Adult)
At AIIMS, New Delhi and in the U.S.A.
Has patents in Paediatric, Cardiac Catheters.

Dr. D N CHANDRIKA RAO
B.M.C. graduate.
She was State Ranked Tennis Player.
Represented and Captained Bangalore University Tennis Team
All India Hard Court Tennis Tournament
Winner In Junior Girls Singles.

~---11 8

Dr. G V NAGARAJ
B.M.C graduate.
He was Director.of Health & Family
Welfare Services, GOK.
Was WHO Consultant for many
projects in Karnataka.
Winner of Dr. B C Roy Award of IMA

Dr. N R ACHARYA
B.M.C 1964 batch.
Was the Senior National Vice President of the
Indian Medical Association in 1992
Senior vice-president IMA Head quarters New Delhi
President of Karnataka Cancer Soceity fir 7 years

Dr. B V RAJGOPAL
B.M.C graduate.
Was the Vice President (Head quarters) of
the Indian Medical Association.
Winner of Dr. B C Roy Award.
Has been a member of IMA central
council for more than two decades.

DR. R S SURYANARAYANA SETTY
B.M.C
After graduation

1962 batch.

went to U.K for higher studies.

Has been practicing at Oldham, U.K. for more than 3 decades
Has been honored with MBE (Member of the Order of the British Empire).
Also has been made a JP(Justice of Peace), probably the first
Indian Doctor to get these twin honors.

